Binary Bell polynomials are applied to construct two kinds of bilinear derivative equations of a (3 + 1)-dimensional nonlinear equation. Based on one of the bilinear forms, we derive a Bäcklund transformation, the corresponding Lax pair, infinite conservation laws, and explicit solutions with an arbitrary function in y. In the meantime, from the other bilinear form, we get another bilinear Bäcklund transformation and exact solutions by utilizing the exchange formulas for Hirota's bilinear operators.
Introduction
Nonlinear evolution equations (NLEEs) have attracted intensive attention in the past few decades, since they can model many important phenomena and dynamic processes in physics, mechanics, chemistry, and biology [, ]. The study of solutions for NLEEs is very important in nonlinear physical phenomena and many effective methods have been used. Numerical methods include the decomposition method [] , the iteration method [] , and the spectral method [, ] The Bäcklund transformation has been proven to be another powerful approach to obtain explicit solutions of NLEEs. It is well known that the Bäcklund transformation is a transformation that is related to a pair of solutions of a nonlinear equation. The exchange property of Hirota's bilinear operators is found to be an effective tool in deriving a Bäcklund transformation for a given equation [] . Wu recently constructed a bilinear Bäcklund transformation for a ( + )-dimensional soliton equation by using the Hirota bilinear method and the exchange property of the D-operators [] . Ma extended this method to a ( + )-dimensional generalized KP equation, and obtained its bilinear Bäcklund transformation and explicit solutions [] .
In this paper, we would like to study the following ( + )-dimensional nonlinear equation:
is a generalization of the BLMP equation. The main goal of this paper is twofold. First of all, we will apply the binary Bell polynomials to construct two bilinear forms of equation (.). Further, from one of the bilinear forms, we will derive a Bäcklund transformation, the corresponding Lax pair, infinite conservation laws, and explicit solutions of equation (.). Second, based on the other bilinear form, we would like to construct another bilinear Bäcklund transformation and exact solutions of equation (.) by utilizing the exchange formulas for Hirota's bilinear operators. This paper is organized as follows. In Section , we give a brief introduction of the binary Bell polynomials. In Section , we construct two bilinear forms of equation (.). Further, based on one of the bilinear forms, exact solutions are obtained by using the Hirota method. In Section , the bilinear Bäcklund transformation, the corresponding Lax pair, and infinite conservation laws are obtained by using the binary Bell polynomials. In Section , another bilinear Bäcklund transformation and traveling wave solutions of equation (.) are derived by using the exchange formulas of Hirota's bilinear operators. Finally, some conclusions are given in the last section.
Binary Bell polynomials
To begin with, we will briefly introduce some basic concepts and notations of the Bell polynomials. For details, refer to [-].
Let f = f (x  , x  , . . . , x n ) be a C ∞ function with n independent variables, the multidimensional Bell polynomials (Y -polynomials) are defined as follows:
Based on the multi-dimensional Bell polynomials, the multi-dimensional binary Bell polynomials (Y-polynomials) can be defined as follows:
According to the above definitions, the first few lowest order binary Bell polynomials are
. . . .
Proposition  The link between binary Bell polynomials
Y n  x  ,...,n l x l (v, w) and the standard Hirota bilinear equation D n  x  · · · D n l x l F · G
can be given by the identity
In the particular case when
which is also called the case of P-polynomials,
The first few P-polynomials are 
can be linearized into the following form:
Equations (.) and (.) provide a direct way to the associated Lax system of NLEEs. 
Making a change of the dependent variable,
and noting equation (.), we can get the following bilinear form: where ϕ(y) = (y). Equation (.) can be cast into a linear combination form of the Ppolynomials, Expand f with respect to a formal parameter as follows:
where f (i) (i = , , . . .) are the functions of x, y, z, and t. Substituting equation (.) into (.) and collecting the coefficients of each order of yields
From equations (.a)-(.c), we can get 
Noting that (.a) is a linear differential equation,
is also a solution of equation (.a). Substituting equation (.) into equation (.b), one can readily obtain
and the two-soliton solution for equation (.) can be given as
Two specific solutions of the above one-soliton and two-soliton solutions are plotted in Figures  and .
Bilinear Bäcklund transformation, associated Lax pair, and infinite conservation laws
In this section, we would like to construct the bilinear Bäcklund transformation, the Lax pair, and infinite conservation laws of equation (.) via the bilinear form (.). 
Bilinear Bäcklund transformation and associated Lax pair
Let q =  ln F and q =  ln G be two different solutions of equation (.), we have the twofield condition
If we set 
Thus, we deduce a coupled system of Y-polynomials 
For obtaining the corresponding Lax pair of system (.), one needs to make the HopfCole transformation v = ln ψ. It follows from equations (.) and (.) that
Then system (.) is linearized into a Lax pair
It is easy to check that the integrability condition for (.)
is satisfied if u = -q x -(y) is a solution of the generalized-BLMP equation (.).
Infinite conservation laws
To find infinite conservation laws for the generalized-BLMP equation (.), we would like to introduce a new potential function
it follows from equation (.) that
Substituting equation (.) into (.) yields
Inserting the expansion
into equation (.) and equating the coefficients for power of ε, we then get the recursion for I (n) ,
here θ n (x, z, t) (n = , , . . .) are undetermined functions of x, z, t. Rewrite equation (.) as the divergence-type form
Taking advantage of (.) and substituting expansion (.) into (.) leads to
Comparing the coefficients of ε - , ε - , . . . yields the following infinite sequence of conservation laws:
and H (n) are given by
Moreover, from the coefficients of ε  and ε, we can get
xy , thus we have θ  (x, z, t) =  and θ  (x, z, t) is an arbitrary function of x, z, t. From (.) and (.) we readily see that θ n (x, z, t) (n ≥ ) are also arbitrary functions of x, z, t.
Another bilinear Bäcklund transformation and traveling wave solutions
This section is contributed to construct another bilinear Bäcklund transformation and traveling wave solutions for equation (.) based on the bilinear form (.). Assume that f is another solution of the generalized-BLMP equation (.):
Let us define a function
Obviously, if P = , then f satisfies equation (.) if and only if f satisfies the same equation. Therefore, if we can obtain from P =  a system of bilinear equations,
where B  , B  , . . . , B k are undetermined functions, then system (.) provides a bilinear Bäcklund transformation for the generalized-BLMP equation (.). To this end, we would like to apply the following three exchange formulas for Hirota's bilinear operators: 
Then, by using equations (.)-(.), we can obtain
By introducing seven new parameters λ i (i = , . . . , ), equation (.) can be written as 
In the following, we would like to derive explicit solutions the generalized-BLMP equation (.) by using the bilinear Bäcklund transformation (.). To begin with, we start with a simple solution f = , from which we can get the original solution u = -(ln f ) x = . 
Conclusions
In this paper, bilinear Bäcklund transformations and explicit solutions of a ( + )-dimensional nonlinear equation are investigated. By virtue of the Bell-polynomial approach, two bilinear forms of equation (.) are derived and two kinds of bilinear Bäcklund transformations are constructed. Furthermore, explicit solutions for equation (.) are also obtained. It is interesting to note that one can obtain different bilinear forms and bilinear Bäcklund transformations via different approaches. We think that there is still much to do to explore more methods of constructing bilinear forms and bilinear Bäcklund transformations for NLEEs.
